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ABSTRACT 
For a multivariate elliptically contoured random matrix Y with mean CL E S, ??S, 
and covariance A 8 8, an explicit formula for the best quadratic unbiased estimator, 
%(Y ), of Z is obtained, where Si = {Zjbi : Rib, = Miui for some ui} and S, 0 S, is 
the linear span of the set of all xy’ with x E S, and y E S,; The distribution and the 
image set of e(Y) are also obtained. None of the matrices A, 8, Zi, Rj, and Mi are 
assumed to have full column rank. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, M,, will denote the set of all n X p matrices over the 
real field 8 equippe B with the standard inner product, !Ei” will denote 
M nx1, and NP will denote the set of all nonnegative definite matrices in 
M pxp. For T E M,,,, T’, T+, r(T), vet T, and Im T will denote respec- 
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tively the transpose, Moore-Penrose inverse, rank, calumnized vector, and 
column space of T; when n = p, To will denote T+T. Let Y be an n X p 
normal random matrix with mean vector 
p=X,BX;:(#O) (1-l) 
and covariance 
C,=A@Z(#O), (1.2) 
where Xi E Mnxq, X2 E Mkxp, A E N,, areknownand B E Mqxk, Z E Np 
are unknown. If A is the identity matrix Z, and 2 is positive definite, then Y 
is the usual growth curve model; see von Rosen (1991) and more than two 
hundred references therein. Note that (1.1) can be rewritten as 
where S, = Im Xi, S, = Im X,, and S, 0 S, is the linear span of UD’ with 
u E S, and u E S,. Both (1.3) and (1.2) amount to separation of the design 
and the population; e.g., (1.3) holds if and only if E(Y’u) E S, and E(Yu) E 
S, for all u E S, and v E S,. The sets S, and S, may, respectively, be 
referred to as the design space and the population space. Instead of choosing 
Si = Im Xi, one may also choose 
Si = { X,b, : KIb, = MI vi for some vi} 0.4) 
[with or without the restriction Im Mi c Im KI for i = 1,2; here Xi, Ki, Mi 
are given and vi, bi are not fxed: see Theorem 3.5 of Wong (1993)]. Our 
motivation for using (1.3) with (1.4) can be found in Wong (1989) in terms of 
multivariate regression models and linear models with covariates. When K, 
and Mi are 0, (1.3) with (1.4) is nothing but (1.1). 
In this paper, we shall consider a general case where Y is multivariate 
elliptically contoured distributed with mean structure and covariance struc- 
ture given by (1.3) and (1.2). 0 ur results will be expressed in terms of the 
orthogonal projection, PSI, of St” onto S,. For matrix versions of our results, 
one need only make use of the operators in Lemma 2.1 through their matrix 
representations. In this way, the usual complications caused by the matrix 
representation of PSI in terms of (1.1) [or more generally (1.411 will be 
avoided. 
In Theorem 3.1, we shall use the differential theory and convex analysis 
presented in Wong (1985, 1986) to obtain an explicit formula for the best 
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quadratic unbiased estimators (bque), %Y>, of Z, i.e., among all unbiased 
estimators Y’WY for 2 with W E N,,, e(Y ) has minimum mean loss with 
respect to the loss function induced by the Euclidean norm on M, x p (or by 
the trace inner product for M, x p >. For the case where p = 1, Theorem 3.1 
can be refined, and various special cases were discussed by Theil and 
Schweitzer (1961), Calvert and Seber (19781, and Wong (1985). The distribu- 
tion and the image set of z(Y > are also obtained in Corollary 4.2 and 
Theorem 5.3. 
By Theorem 5.3, Im g(Y) is equal to Im Z with probability 1. This leads 
us t: consider the model Y = (r’;, Yi)’ with r’, = A”Y [ $(Y >I0 and Ys = Y 
- Y,. By the covariance Z,_ of Y, we mean the covariance &,, r of vet Y. 
The covariances_of J’i and Y, are respectively A_@ lS and 0. Let $i, jiii2 be 
the means of Y,, Y% respectively. Then fi, E S, ??,SZ and Y, = & with 
probability 1, where S, = A’(S,) and S, = Z’(S,) [ = Z(Y )‘(S,> with proba- 
bility l]. Th_us fi., E Im( A @ I$) (= Im A 0 Im C). The advantage ?f replac 
ing Y by Y is that Y, represents the degenerate part of Y, and Y, can be 
viewed as a multivariate elliptically contoured distributed gowth curve model 
in Im A ??Im 2 with its mean in a linear space S = S, 0 Ss of smaller 
dimension than that of S and with a nonsingular covariance. For a related 
model, see, e.g., Khatri (1985). [For the case where p = 1, we refer the 
reader to Rao (1973, p. 297) and Feuerverger and Fraser (1980), but then 
A @ 2 becomes u2A, and the finding of the image set and distribution of the 
estimator G2 of (TV is almost a trivial matter.] Although it is not our purpose 
to present the theory of the linear model Y here, the above observation does 
tell us the importance of Theorem 5.3. 
Theorem 5.3 can also help us to generalize various tests for the conven- 
tional linear hypothesis H o : L’p = 0 to our present setting without appealing 
to r’. Indeed, we can consider the orthogonal projection Px of 3 P onto 
Im 2, treated as a linear transformation of % P onto Im C [P, and 2’ are 
equal as mappings, but the matrix representation of P, is an r(x) X p 
matrix, while z is a p X p matrix]. Let y E M,, p, 
b;(y) = [I-A(Ps;APs:)+]y, 
A, = L’[ A -A(P,:AP,:)+A]L, Q~Y) = [L’XY)I’A,+LWY), 
2*(Y) = P,%Y)Pk, Q*L(Y) = PsQJY)P;,, 
and 
FL(Y) = -&Q,,(Y)S,(Y)‘, r( AL) > 0. 
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Then when H, holds, the distribution of F,(Y > is known and one can use the 
spectrum { Aj(Y )} of F,(Y > to construct various tests of size (Y through 
decreasing convex functions f of (0, m) into itself: reject H, if C$z$( Aj< y)) 
> c, where c is decided by the first type risk CZ; see Wong (1991). Theorem 
5.3 and Theorem 4.1 are, important for the above presentation because 
without knowing that Im Z(Y ) 7 Im Z with probability 1, we shall not be 
able to find the distributions of C *(Y > and FL(Y ). 
Theorem 5.3 also includes a useful result of Dysktra (1970) as a special 
case. Dysktra’s proof involves conditional expectation whose definition de- 
pends on the Radon-Nikodym theorem. We can prove Dysktra’s result and 
Theorem 5.3 without using the notion of conditional expectation. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For proving certain results, we shall use linear spaces and operators 
instead of M, x p and rr X p matrices. Among other advantages, the operator 
approach avoids stacking the columns or rows of certain matrices, ordering 
the entries of certain vectors, and revising certain differentiation formulae 
when the business shifts from Mnxp to its linear subspaces. 
For clarity and brevity, we shall first introduce some definitions and 
notation. We shall use E, V to denote certain n-, p-dimensional inner 
product spaces over the real field % and use p(V, E) to denote the vector 
space of all linear maps of V into E. For a linear map X of % P into % “, X 
will be identified with its matrix representation with respect to the usual 
bases. Thus if V = %P and E = B”, then Mnxp =P(V, E), and T E M,,, 
is nothing but the linear transformation x -+ TX on % P. For T E_F(V, E), 
the image set {T(b) b E V} of T will be denoted by Im T, and for K c V, 
the set {x E V : ( x, u) = 0 for all o E K} will be denoted by K ’ , where 
( , > is the underlying inner product. 
For functions f, g, we can speak of f 0 g, the composite of f and g, and 
write fg for f 0 g; if g is a random vector, we may write f(g) for fo g. For 
T E~(V, E), T’ will denote the adjoint of T, T- will denote a generalized 
inverse of T, T+ will denote the Moore-Penrose inverse of T, and r(T) will 
denote the rank of T, i.e., the dimension, dim Im T, of Im T. For generalized 
inverses, see Kruskal(1975) or Wong (1986). 
When T E_Y(E, E) is nonnegative definite (n.n.d.) and (Y > 0, Ta will 
denote the o th n.n.d. root of T, T-” will denote the o th n.n.d. root of T+, 
and To will denote T’T; thus To = T “T-a = Tea T O1. When T is positive 
definite (p.d.), To above is nothing but the identity map on E. We shall use 
Jv, to denote the set of all n.n.d. T EL?(V, V). 
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For T E_%‘(V, V), tr T will denote the trace of T. For any u E E and 
v E V, the outer product u ??v is defined as the element of Z(V, E) such 
that 
(u Cl v)(z) = (v, z>u for all z E v. (2.1) 
If u E %I” and v E ‘B P, then with respect to the usual bases, u ??v = UV’ 
E Mnxp. For bilinearity, the notation u ??v is more convenient than uv’. 
For any H c E and K 2 V, H ??K will denote the linear span of {u ??v : u 
E H, v E K}. For any A E~(E,, E,) and B ??flV~,Vs), the Kronecker 
product A o B is defined as the element in LZ’(Z’(V,, E,), Z’(V,, E,)) such 
that 
(A 0 B)(C) = ACE?' for all C ??.L?‘(V1, E,), (2.2) 
where E,, E,, V,, V, are finite dimensional inner product spaces over 3. The 
space -%L(V,, E,),-%V,, E,)) will b e written as LZ’(E,, E,) @2’6’,, V,). 
Note that •I is essentially a special case of Q, but we shall follow Eaton 
(1983) and define •I and @ as above. 
For a linear subspace N of E, the orthogonal projection of E onto N is 
defined as the P EL?(E, E) with P2 =P, P’ = P, and Im P = N; this P 
will be denoted by PN. Our formula for z(Y > is expressed in term of PSI. If 
S, is given by (1.4, then Lemma 2.1 below can be used to calculate Z(Y) 
numerically; the use of orthogonal projections avoids arguments that tangle 
with those lengthy expressions in Lemma 2.1. 
We shall now state Lemma 2.1 without proof. 
LEMMA 2.1. LA E, U, V, N be n-, s-, p-, q-dimensional inner product 
spaces over ‘8, X E_Y(U, E), K ELZ’(V, U), Im K C Im X’, W ??P(V, N), 
andaEImK’-ImW’suchthat ImW’cImK’. LetF=(Xb:b~u, 
K’b = W’v + a for some v E N} and y E E. Then 
pFy =X&Y) -X(X1X)-K[K’(X’X)-K]-[K’&(y) -a] 
+X(X’X)-K[K’(X’X)-K]-W’{W[K’(X’X)-K]-W’) 
X W[K’(X’X)-K]-[K’&(y) -a]. (a) 
S=,(y) = (y> Y) - (Y, X&Y>) + QK&(Y)) - Q,PP.$(Y)), 
(b) 
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6(y) = (X’X)_X’y, 
QK’,Jb) = (K’b -a,[K’(X’X)-K]_(K’b -u)), 
and 
Q K’,W’,a(b) = (K’b -a,[K’(X’X)-K]-W’(W[K’(X’X)-K]_W’) 
xw[K’(X’X)-K]- (K’b -a)), b E U. 
Note that PF in Lemma 2.1 is a projection operator in Z((E, El, and its 
matrix representation [ PF] can be obtained easily through (a) above by noting 
that [ ] is a linear space isomorphism that preserves multiplications. Certain 
results related to Lemma 2.1 can be found in von Rosen (1990). 
Although the conditions Im K c Im X’ and Im W’ c Im K’ in the above 
lemma are satisfied in most practical problems in multivariate linear models, 
these two conditions are not necessary. Relations between the condition 
Im K c ImX’ and estimable parameters and testable hypotheses can be 
found in von Rosen (1990), Searle (1971), and Wong (1980); various condi- 
tions equivalent to Im K c Im X’ can be found in Searle (1971) and Wong 
(1980, 1986). 
Note that in Lemma 2.1, if K, a, and W are 0, then 
PF = X(X’X)_X’, 
which is nothing but the usual formula for orthogonal projections. 
Now let Y be a random matrix in MnxP, and 4 be a function from ‘3l 
into the complex field. Then Y is said to be multivariate elliptically contoured 
distrib$ed [written as Y N ( p, 2,) 4>] if the characteristic function 
(c.f.) Y of Y is given by 
MEC,,, 
‘f(T) = ei(TsP)+(u), u = CT, Z,(T)), T E M,,xp, (2.3) 
where p is the mean of Y and ( , > is the standard trace inner product. If 
4(u) = e-u/2, u E 8, (2.4 
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then Y - N( p, Z,). We shall assume that 4’(O) and @‘CO) exist. For 
elliptically contoured distributions, we refer the reader to Fang and Anderson 
(1990) and Fang and Zhang (1990), and for p = 1, to Fang, Kotz, and Ng 
(1990). Note that (2.3) is still meaningful if we replace M%x, by -‘%V, E). 
The main puTose of this paper is to fi?d the bque X(Y) of Y, the 
distribution of z(Y ), and the image set of Z(Y ), under (1.3) and (1.2). 
3. THE BEST QUADRATIC UNBIASED ESTIMATOR OF 2 
We shall assume that Y is given by (2.3), (1.31, and (1.2). Let 
f(W) = E(tr[(Y’WY - 8)“]), (3-I) 
where W E N,, (and is not a function of Y ). Then Y’W,,Y is called the best 
quadratic unbiased estimator of Z if W,, E N,, minimizes f(W > subject to 
W E N,, (3.2) 
and Y’WY is unbiased for C: 
E(Y’WY) = 2. (3.3) 
By Theorem 2.5 of Wong and Wang (1992), 
E(Y’WY) = $Wp - 2@(O) tr( AW) x (34 
and 
2 Y'WY = 4@‘(O) tr( AWAW) (K,, + +)( Z @ 2) 
+ 4{+‘(O) - [#(O)]“} tr( AW) tr( AW) vet 2 (vet 2)‘) 
- z&(0)( K,, + I&[( E*IWAW/.L) 8 xl (K,, + Ip+ (3.5) 
where K,, is the p2 X p2 commutation matrix defined by K,, vet T = 
vet T’, T E Mpxp; see, e.g., Wong (1985, 1986). Note that if Y is normal, 
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then by (2.4), 
4’(O) = -$, (v(O) = f, 
and the formula (3.5) can be simplified further. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Y N MEC( /..L, C,, 4) with p and I& given by (1.3) 
and (1.21, 
r2 = r( Ps:APs;) (> O), (3.6) 
w, = ps:A&4+ 
-2#(O)r, ’ (3.7) 
and %y) = y’W,y, y E W,,,. Then e(Y) is the best quadratic unbiased 
estimator of C. 
Proof. Suppose that (3.3) holds. By (3.4), (3.3) is equivalent to 
/_Lwj.k = 0, El. E S, 
and 
1 
tr(AW) = - 24,(o> . 
Since W is n.n.d., (3.8) is equivalent to 
By (3.1) and (3.3), 
w/J= 0, /J, E s. 
f(W) = tr ZrCwr. 
So by (3.91, (3.10), and (3.5), 
f(W) = tr(4#‘(0) tr( AWAW) (K,, + Z,,z)( 2 @ 2) 
+4{+‘(O) - [ +‘(0)12}[tr( AW)12vec 2 (vet 2)‘) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
= 4+‘(o) tr( AWAW) [tr 2’ + (tr IZ)“] + [,$il))]2 -l)trZ2. 
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Since tr X2 + (tr I;)2 and {#‘(0)/[+‘(0)12 - 1) tr C2 do not depend on W, 
and tr (X2) + (tr 2)2 > 0, it suffices to show that Wa E w and 
g(Wo) = min{g(W):WEw}, 
where T is the set of all W E N,, that satisfy (3.8) and (X9), and 
g(W) = tr( AW)2, w E w. 
Note that (3.10) is equivalent to WP, = 0, i.e., W(Ps, 0 Ps,Xu 0 U> = 0, 
u E !Jl”, u E !IVl P. Since 
and S, # {0}, (3.10) is equivalent to WPs,(u> = 0 for u E si”, i.e., WPs, = 0, 
which, in turn, is equivalent to W = CPs: for some C E M, xn such that 
CPst = P@‘. Let 9 = {C E Mnxn : CPs; = Ps: C’), h(C) = g(CP,$, c 
~9, and 8 = {C ??9 : tr( ACP,:) = - 1/[24’(0)]}. It is clear that (i> 9 is 
a linear space, (ii) 8 is convex, (iii) h is convex on 8, and (iv) Wa E 8. We 
shall now show that (v) dh(W,XdC) is constant on 8. By the differential 
results in Wong (1985, 19861, 
dh(W,,)(dC) = 2tr( AdCP,~AW,P,~) 
tr[ APsI (&)‘A( PsIAPsL)+ PsL] = - 
4’w-2 
tr[(dC)‘A( P,lAP,I)+ PslAPsl] 
=- 
@(O)r2 
. (3.12) 
Since 
P,l( P,~AP,I)+ = ( P,IAP,L)+ = ( P,LAP,I)+ Ps~ , (3.13) 
we have 
A( P,~AP,L)+ P,IAP,L = AP,I . 
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So by (3.12), 
dh(W,)(dC) = - 
tr[(dC)‘AZ$] tr[ Z’s I (dC)’ A] 
q(o)?-, = - 4’(O)% 
tr[(dC)PslA] tr[ AdCP, I] 
=- 
@(O)r, = - r#f(O)r, ' 
Thus for dC E 8, 
1 
dh(W,)( dC) = 
2[4'(0)12r2 ’ 
proving (v). Since h is convex in 8 and dh(W,,) is constant on 8, by 
Theorem 8.8 of Wong (1986) or Proposition 4.1(a) of Wong (19851, W,, 
minimizes h on 8. Since W, = W,,P,: , the desired result follows. ??
Unbiasedness is a strong condition; this can be seen through the multi- 
variate variance components model in Theorem 4.1, where zr = Ci= lVj o Cj 
and for {W,>,“= 1 in N,,, unbiasedness of Y’W,Y for 2, amounts to WIPsl = 0 
and WIVj = SjlZ,/[2 - y(O)]. Th us, upon a lengthy argument, one can show 
that the bque of C, is Y’( Z’s+ V,P,:>‘Y, and for a given (ql>lk, 1 with all 
ql B 0, the bque of Clk_ IqIZl may not-exist unless k = 1. This suggests that if 
k > 1 and if unbiasedness is required, many other optimal estimators of 
variance components also may not exist. For the k = 1 = p case, one can 
improve (decrease) the squared error slightly by relaxing the unbiasedness 
requirement. Indeed, by a lengthy argument, it can be proved that with 
r2 4’(O)2 
w* = #(0)(2 + r2) w”’ 
W, minimizes f(W) in (3.1) subject to (3.8) (or WPs, = 0). 
4. THE DISTRIBUTION OF e(Y) 
For finding the distribution of %<Y ), let X, be an m X p random matrix 
and 
X = (x;, XL)’ N MEC,,,(O, Z,, 8 2x’+)* (4.1) 
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Then the distribution of Xix, is denoted by GW,(m; n - m; 2; 4). [For the 
case where X N NO, Z,, 8 2>, GW,(m; n - m; 2; 4) is nothing but the 
Wishart distribution W,(m, 2) and no longer depends on n - m.] We shall 
obtain a Cochran theorem that is slightly more general than our need. For 
the normal setting, discussions of the following multivariate components of 
variance model can be found in Mathew (1989) and the references therein. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Y N MEC 
< 1 and X1, &,..., 
,,J /.L, C,“,,t; @ xj, 4) with P(Y = P) 
Zk linearly independent. Let m E {1,2,*** I, W ENm, 
Q(Y > = (Y - pYW(Y - ~1, 2 = C,“,,cjxj, and cj = (l/m>tr(mj) with 
cj > 0, j = 1,2,. . . , k. Then 
Q(y) N GW,(m; n - m; 2; 4) 
ifandonlyifforanyj,l= I,..., k, 
(a> c,WW = cjWV,W and 
(b) wC;mj = cjwj, r<Wj> = m. 
Proof. Suppose that Q(Y > N GW,(m; n - m; C; 4). Then by Theorem 
3.1 of Wong and Wang (1993b), there exists an A EN” such that 
(i) (W @ I,& - A @ ZxW @ I,> = 0 and 
(ii) WAWA = WA, r(WA) = m. 
Thus it suffices to show that with I& = Cicly 8 zj, (i) and (ii) imply (a) 
and (b). Let X = (Xi, XiY N MEC,,,(O, Z,, Q 2,4) with X, E MmxP. 
Then by the definition of GW,(m; n - m; 2; 4). 
Q(Y) = (Y - p)‘w(Y - /J) px;xl. (4.2) 
Since Cov(Y) = -24’(O)&, 
E(Q(Y)) = -2&(O) i tr(mj) cj 
j=l 
(4.3) 
and 
E(X;X,) = E(X’diag(Z,,O) X) = -2#(O)mZ. (4.4) 
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So by (4.2)-(4.4), 
’ = t ,$ tr(wj) zj = i Cjxja 
J-1 j=l 
(4.5) 
Thus (i) becomes 
; (wjW - cjWAW) 8 xj = 0. (4.6) 
j=l 
Since the Z,‘s are linearly independent, by (4.6) we have wVjW = cjWAW 
and therefore 
c,wVjW = c,cjWAW = cjWV,W, 1,j = l,..., k, (4.7) 
proving (a>. By (ii) and (4.7), 
wjwjW = cjzWAWAW = c;WAW = cjwVjW, 
which implies that mjwj = cjwj. Since 
m = r( AW) > T(WAW) = r(WV’W) > r(WVjwj) = ‘(mj) 
and 
m = r( AW) = r( AWAW) < T(WAW) = r(WJ$W) G f(wj), 
(b) follows. 
Now suppose that (a) and (b) hold. Let Y, = W “‘(Y - /L) = (W ‘I2 Q 
Z,)(Y - /.L). Then by (2.3), 
y* - ME%, 0, i (W1’2vfW”2) @ zj>4 
j=l 
Thus by (a), we have 
wjw = c,lcjwvlw, j=l k >***, , 
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and hence 
i (w1’2yw”2) Q xj = c,‘(wv,W) 8 ; cjzj 
j=l i I j=l 
=C ,‘(wvlW) Q 2 (4.8) 
Let A = c;‘V, and X - MEC,,,(O, I,, ~8 C, 4). Then by (4% 
y, f W’/2A’/2X 
N MECnx, (0, W”2AW”2 @ Z, 4). 
Thus 
Q(Y) = Y&_Y, 2 X’A1’2WA1’2X = X’W, X, 
where W, = c;~V~/~WV’~/~. By (b), W, is an idempotent matrix of rank 
m. So there exists an orthogonal r E M,,, such that T’W, r = diag(Z,, 0). 
Let X, = F’X. Then X, N MEC,,,(O, Z,, @ Z, 4). Therefore with X, = 
(XL,, Xl,,Y and X,r E MmXp, XklX,, N GW,(m; n - m; 2; 4). Since 
Q(Y) 2 X’W, X 2 Xi diag(Z,, 0) X, 2 XkrX,r, we have Q(Y) - 
GW,(m; n - m; 2; 4). ??
Anderson and Fang (1982) obtained Theorem 4.1 for the case where 
k = 1 and Cr is positive definite. For more Cochran theorems, we refer the 
reader to Wong, Masaro, and Wang (1991) and Wong and Wang (1993a, b, 
c). 
COROLLARY 4.2. In Theorem 3.1, 
-24’(0)r,e(Y) = Y’(Ps:AZ’s:)+Y - GWP(r2; n - r2; ‘c; 4). 
Proof. By (3.131, 
Y’(PstAPst)+ Y = (Y - /L~(P~,LAP,,L)+ (Y - /A), 
and therefore, the desired result follows from Theorem 4.1 with ZL = 0 and 
k = 1. ??
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5. IMAGE SET OF g(Y) 
THEOREM 5.1. i$ I? be an n x p random matrix on a probability space 
(a,&, P) such that W N GW,(m; n - m; Z; C/J>. Then: 
(a) Im W c Im Z with probability 1. 
(b) Zf m B r(x), then Im W = Im Z with probabdity 1. 
Proof. (a): Let (Y = P(I_m W c Im 21, and let {&I be an orthonprmal 
basis_ of ‘3 P. Then (Y = P<{Wfj E _Irn z for alI j = 1,. . . , p}), where Wf,(o) 
= W( o)h, w E Cl. Since w + Wfj(o) is ~-measurable on CR, (Y depends 
merely on the distribution of W. Thus we may assume that 
ti = X’X, X N MEC,,,(O, Z, @ ST+). (5.1) 
Since zx, = - Z+‘(O>Z @ Z,, we have X’ E Im(x @ I,,,> with probability 1. 
So I_m X’ E Im x with probability 1. Since Im X’ = Im X’X, we have 
Im W c Im 2 with probability 1. 
(b): By_(a), it ff su ices to prove that with probability 1, r(l@) = r(Z). Let 
/3 = P(r(W) = r(Z)). S i_nce r(W > is &-measurable on Sz, /3 depends only 
on the distribution of W. So again we may assume that (5.1) holds. Let 
X, = XPi, where P, is the orthogonal projection of ‘% P onto Im 2, treated 
as a map in P(% P, Im 2) instead of in 3(% P, 8 P). Then the stochastic 
representation of X, is X, = RUZ1’2Pi, where vet U is spherically dis- 
tributed on the unit sphere of si”, and R is independent of U. Choose a chi 
random variable xip with mp degrees of freedom that is independent of U 
and R. Then 
X;X, = R2P&1’2U’UC”2P;: = qP&1/2Z’ZP’/2P; ) 
X mP 
where Z N N(0, I,,, @ I,>, and Pp121’2Z’Z~1’2P~ - W,(m, z,), where 
c, P,ZPi and is nonsingular. By a result of Dykstra (1970), 
Psz1/2Z’Z~‘/2P[1 is nonsingular with probability 1. Since R’/Xi, > 0 with 
probability 1, we have, with probability 1, 
r(C) > r(ti) > r(P,tiP;) = r 
( 
.Ep,pl/2Z’Zf’/2pf 
X mP I 
i.e. /3 = 1. 
= r(PZ21’2Z’Zx1’2Pi) = f-(x*) = r(2), 
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Recall that the proof of the result in Dykstra (1970) involves conditional 
expectations whose definition depends on the Radon-Nikodym theorem. We 
shall now give a different proof of this important result. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let W be a p X p random matrix on a probability space 
(a,&, P) such that W -_W(m, z,), where 2 E Mpxp is p.d. and m > p. 
Then with probability 1, W is p.d. 
Proof. We may assume that W = Z’Z, where Z’ = (Z,, . . . , Z,) is a 
random sample of size m from N(O,2). It suffices to show that with 
probability 1, CE= iZ, Z& is p.d. So we may assume that m = p. Since 
r(Z’Z> = r(Z), it suffices to show that with probability 1, Z is nonsingular, or 
equivalently, with probability 0, Z is singular, i.e., the determinant 1 Z 1 = 0. 
Note that the normal distribution N(0, I, o 2) and the Lebesgue measure 1 
on MPXP share the same class of Bore1 sets of measure zero. Since l({ A : 1 A( 
= 0)) = 0, the desired result follows. ??
If one feels that the usual proof of 
1(IA E Mm :(A1 = 0)) = 0 (5.2) 
is more difficult than Dykstra’s proof of Theorem 5.2, then one can simply 
derive (5.2) from Dykstra’s result. 
The following result follows from Corollary 4.2 and Theorem 5.1. 
THEOREM 5.3. In Theorem 3.1, suppose that r2 > r-(X:). Then Im %(Y > 
= Im Z with probability 1. 
The authors wish to thank the referee for his helpful comments which led 
to the improved form of the manuscript. 
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